
Organizations of all sizes can transform their environmental, social, and governance (ESG) 
reporting to be audit-ready, scalable, and prepared to adapt to a dynamic regulatory 
environment. As ESG reporting becomes more complex, start strengthening your process 
now to meet growing demand, defend your brand, and maintain access to capital. 

Use this template as a roadmap of routes to 
consider, depending on your goals and priorities. 

Your Roadmap for 
Scalable, Agile, 
Auditable ESG 
Reporting



Go deep

 Up the frequency of reporting, and proactively manage 
ESG performance (a must for mature ESG teams

 Devote time to risk identification/management and 
scenario testin

 Regularly review governance structure, performance, 
decisions, and action plan

 Increase frequency and use of data visualizations

Strengthen relationships

 Expand outreach (to peers, customers, utility providers, 
etc.

 Encourage ongoing feedback from stakeholder
 Update benchmarking
 Engage investment analysts, and question the status 

quo
 Tie ESG to corporate strateg
 Develop the plan for contributing to growth through

 ESG strategies and campaigns that help you gain 
and keep customer

 Financial strategy and activitie
 Brand protection

Stay agile

 Monitor ESG developments, the regulatory 
environment, and external forces affecting your legal, 
regulatory affairs, SEC, financial reporting, tax, and risk 
team

 Rally the right troops for the future: align with vendors, 
partners, and consultants leading the way on ES

 Go beyond the “E” of ESG to strengthen your "S" and “G”

Define and document roles, responsibilities, 
and processes to get audit-ready:

 Who owns what data?
 Where does the data live
 Who is responsible for providing the data and on what 

timelines?
 Who owns specific ESG goals, including tracking data, 

reporting results, and driving performance?
 What is the ESG data strategy/landscape?
 How will we get third-party assurance of results? Will we 

engage an auditor or rating agency?

Build Efficiency 
& Scale

Trust & 
Control Data

Adapt 
Quickly

Deepen Stakeholder 
Engagement

Use Data to Drive 
Market Decisions

The 
Roadmap Strengthen Our Foundation Enhance Our Value Scale Value

Use technology to simplify work involving a 
lot of data, data sources, contributors, and 
reviewers. Consider using technology to

 Enable subject matter experts, data providers, the core 
ESG reporting team, reviewers, and designers to all work 
together on the same document at the same tim

 Control who can view, edit, or share specific section
  from a single source to be used across 

the core team’s reports, disclosures, and presentations 
to limit duplicative work, manual effort, and the risk 
associated with having disconnected, inconsistent dat

 Automate requests for data
 Provide visibility into how the core ESG team is 

connecting data across ESG frameworks and reports



 includes seven “must haves” for ESG 
reporting software.


Connect data

This checklist

Look for tech solutions that improve  
collaboration, governance, and visibility. 
Software should help you

 Centralize ESG reporting, so everyone has one place to 
go for an aggregate vie

 Combine financial and non-financial dat
 Link numbers and narrativ
 Capture a full data history for visibility into all change
 Integrate to systems of recor
 Standardize data collection in a predictable cadence 

with adjustable  templates that offer both flexibility and 
control

Build a dynamic, flexible environment for ESG 
reporting. Make sure your ESG reporting 
software offers

 ESG framework flexibility to enable compliance in a 
highly dynamic regulatory environmen

 Flexibility in reporting outputs and formats so you can 
export what you need to post reports online on a 
microsite, in a static PDF, or in a hard cop

 Multiple ways to collect data (via software integrations, 
APIs, or automated data requests, for example

 Transparency into data and processes, so new team 
members or ESG owners can get up to speed and dive in

With the time gained from automating 
repetitive tasks, engage with stakeholders 
more meaningfully. Use technology

 To automatically capture revisions and prepare 
blacklines to provide better visibility to internal and 
external stakeholders into what has changed and data 
source

 Throughout the enterprise, not just among the core 
team, to connect data, people, and processes across 
departments, regions, and business unit

 To spend more time on data analysis and application vs.  
collection


Go beyond digitizing traditional processes. 
Use technology to gain capabilities you never 
had before, and rethink what’s possible

 Accelerate decision-makin
 Integrate internal audit teams into same centralized 

workspace to boost audit efficiency and ensure 
completeness and accuracy of data before reportin

 With technology already helping you build trust in your 
ESG data internally, increase third-party assuranc

 Monitor risk and ESG strategy in real time with 
dashboards

Strategy

Bring in outside expertise from an advisory 
firm or consultant to quickly help your team

 Align on which data to collect and repor
 Manage the end-to-end process for collecting data and 

mapping information to ESG framework
 Review report design and benchmarks to identify 

opportunities for reducing the reporting burde
 Build a case and calculate the return on investment for 

using technology to reduce the reporting burden

Technology
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